Plates 1 & 2
When You Enter the Land (Paper Cut) & Saturating its
Furrows (Background)
The papercut depicts the ritual of hava’at bikkurim, “bringing of the
first fruits,” along with the quote, “And you will take from the first
fruits of the ground that you harvest from your land” (Deuteronomy
26:2). The woven basket overflows with the seven species. Gazelles
above the basket symbolize the grace and beauty of Israel, which is
referred to as eretz ha-tzvi, “the land of the gazelle” (Daniel 11:16,
41).

A picture of Beit Netofah in the Northern Galilee taken
by Nogah Hareuveni, founder of Neot Kedumim Biblical
Landscape Reserve, inspired this page. The panoramic
view conveys the blessing and variety of the Israeli
landscape: desert, mountains, fertile plains, and rolling
hills. We begin the seder where we will end – with
thoughts of Israel.

Plate 3
Order of the Seder (Gold Leaf)
This page adopts the theme of creation, with the seven days of the week
in the center column and the order of the seder on either side. The
Hebrew letter for each day and each seder step is integrated into the
drawing. The letter zayin for the seventh day forms part of the Hebrew
word, Shabbat. The ritual order of the evening reflects a larger order.
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Plate 4
Bread of Affliction (Gold Leaf)
The illustration underscores several messages. First, the festive
meal is bracketed top and bottom by history – slavery and
redemption. We move stylistically from the slavery of Egypt to the
redemption of Jerusalem. We transition to redemption by taking
care of the needs of the poor and by inviting guests, by broadening
our definition of family to include community.

Plate 5
How Different is This Night!
The design reflects the original version of “The Four Questions.” A
lamb gazes at the center, since this animal reflects the Biblical
observance of Pesah. The Mishnah’s original third “question”
regarding the Paschal Lamb, is inscribed in the background. Each
column is devoted to one of “The Four Questions” of today, moving
from, “On all other nights” at the top of the page to “On this night”
at the bottom. The fourth panel juxtaposes sitting upright to
reclining, a symbol of freedom. Shackles transform into crowns. We
are an aristocracy this evening, reclining like royalty and learning
Torah. True aristocracy in Judaism is not the human ruler but the
Divine word.

Plate 6
We Were Slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt
Mount Sinai and a pyramid mirror each other, two halves of a whole.
The pyramid is upside down, demonstrating that slavery is
unnatural. The midrash about Joseph and his brothers is inscribed
in the background. The pyramid is draped with Joseph’s multicolored coat: the colors carry over into the border, a mosaic of
multi-colored glass, reflecting the shattered love of a family torn
apart by favoritism and hatred. Mount Sinai is upright, indicating
that learning Torah is a natural state, the very purpose for which we
were created. Further, the rabbis argue that true freedom comes
from the observance of Torah, which “inverts the pyramid of Egypt.”
Freedom manifests itself in becoming a servant of God instead of a
slave to Pharaoh.
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Plate 7
The Morning Shema (Gold Leaf)
Five images related to the Shema adorn this illumination. The top
left image shows two individuals facing each other with “four amot”
inscribed in Hebrew letters. According to a Talmudic teaching, one
may begin reading the Shema only when one can recognize an
acquaintance at a distance if four amot (arm lengths) (BT Berakhot
9b). Before we declare our belief in God, we must be able to see the
Image of God in our fellow humans, The second image is a hilazon
or field snail, the source of the dye for the thread of blue in the
tzitzit (Numbers 15:38). The third image illustrates Rabbi Eliezer’s
opinion which calls for a later recitation time, when one can
distinguish between blue and green. The lower left cartouche
alludes to the teaching of the Sages, “Tekhelet resembles the sea,
and the sea resembles the firmament and the firmament resembles
the sapir stone. And the sapir stone resembles the throne of glory” (BT Manahot 43b). This
midrash links heaven and earth, as the recitation of the Shema bridges the earthly and heavenly
realms. Finally, four tzitziot dance down the right panel, tied at the top but free-flowing at the
base, suggesting that commitment to the mitzvoth is compatible with freedom.
Plate 8
The Four Children (Gold Leaf)
A Biblical character represents each of the Four Children
1. Devorah the Wise. Devorah was a judge and a prophetess
– courageous, discerning and insightful. Blessed with these
qualities, the Israelites sought Devorah for judgment and advice
(Judges 4:5)
2. King Ahav the Wicked. King Ahav seeks to acquire his
neighbor Navot’s vineyard. Navot refuses, enraging the king.
His wife Jezebel enlists two townspeople to testify falsely
against Navot, reporting that he had cursed both God and the
king. Navot is stoned to death, and Ahav takes possession of the
vineyard (1 Kings 21)
3. Lot the Simple. When Abraham and his nephew Lot
prosper and their possessions multiply, the men can no longer
dwell in close proximity (Genesis 13). Abraham suggests, “Let us separate: if you go north,
I will go south; and if you go south, I will go north.” Lot chooses the plain of the Jordan
(Sodom and Gemorrah). While a more mature individual would weigh other factors, Lot
makes his decision based on visual appeal
4. Adam and Eve, Who Know Not How to Ask. Childlike in their innocence, “The two of them
were naked, the man and his wife, yet they felt no shame” (Genesis 2:25). Questioning and
self-reflection were absent from their experience. Questions nurture identity and open the
door for answers. Inquiry brings the power to understand and to challenge. Adam and Eve
are depicted without mouths to show their inability, at this early stage of human
development, to formulate questions.
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Plate 9
The Roots of the Nation (Gold Leaf)
The linguistic progression begins with God’s declaration at Mount
Sinai, “Behold I come to you in the thickness (or darkness – av) of
the cloud” (Exodus 19:9). It is out of darkness that the Divine
Presence is revealed to the Israelites. The transition at Sinai
reminds us of Abraham’s journey from the darkness of idolatrous
belief in his homeland to the light of the knowledge of one God.
From the embryonic roots of the Jewish people, we segue to the
Hebrew midwives (ha-meyaldot ha-ivriot, Exodus 1:15). In their
courage, lovingkindness and wisdom, they defy Pharaoh’s orders
and become a vehicle for national survival. Moses witnesses an
Egyptian taskmaster brutally beating a slave whom he recognizes as
a Hebrew and considers a brother (ish ivri me’ehav, Exodus 2:11).
This incident awakens Moses’ identification as a Hebrew and marks the beginning of his
leadership. The design culminates in the expression v’ha’avarta shofar teruah, “You will sound the
shofar blast” (Leviticus 25:9), heralding the Jubilee Year in which all property and slaves are
returned to God. Creating a transition from darkness to light, from slavery to freedom, the entire
composition reflects the Biblical verses it portrays, as well as the hopeful direction of the seder
narrative.

Plate 10
The Covenant Between the Parts (Gold Leaf)
The left panel depicts God’s promise to make Abraham’s
descendants as numerous as the stars. The second panel is split
between two images. On the top, Abraham smashes the idols
belonging to his father Terah as we lean in a midrash (Gensis
Rabbah 38:13). Marking the first stage in his journey toward
monotheism. The lower part showcases the produce of the Land of
Canaan in full bloom, promising abundance and fertility. The third
panel depicts the brit bein ha-betarim, “Covenant Between the
Parts”: God instructs Abraham, “Take a heifer, goat, ram, turtle
dove, and pigeon and divide them.” Darkness descends and God
declares, “Know well that your descendants will be strangers in a
land not theirs; they will serve them, and [this nation] will afflict
them for four hundred years, But I will judge that nation and
afterward they [the Israelites] will go forth with great wealth” (Genesis 15:13-14). The fourth panel
depicts the slavery predicted in the “Covenant Between the Parts.” At the top, the Israelites cry
out to God, eliciting God’s empathy, precipitating their deliverance (Exodus 2:23-25).
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Plate 11
And “She” Stood by Us (Paper Cut)

1. Lavan. The top left corner portrays Jacob, Rachel, and
Leah standing before Jacob’s deceptive uncle Lavan. What gave
Jacob hope through these years of loneliness and estrangement
from family? A promise: “Your descendants will be as the dust of
the earth; you will spread out to the west and east…” (Genesis
28:14-15)
2. Amalek. The top right corner depicts Amalek’s slaughter
of the Israelites as they depart from Egypt (Deuteronomy 25:1718). Here again, God’s promise to Abraham gives the people
strength to continue on their journey.
3. Haman. We move from Amalek to his descendant, Haman,
the villain of the Purim narrative. In the lower left corner, King
Ahasuerus and Queen Esther ponder the noose of Haman who sought to annihilate the
Jewish people in the Persian empire. The covenantal promise gives Esther and the people
the courage to confront Haman.
4. Shoah. The image in the lower right-hand corner recalls the Shoah (Holocaust), which
strained the Jewish people’s trust in the Divine Promise as never before. The image
juxtaposes barbed wire, yellow badges, and flames of Kristallnacht. The word
“Hatikvah”(The Hope) is inscribed in small golden letters, alluding to the hope that
enabled people survive, and foreshadowing the birth of the modern State of Israel.

Plate 12
Abundant as the Plants of the Field
Rich colors illuminate this page, alluding to God enrobing the
Israelites in embroidered garments (Ezekiel 16:10). The floral design
at each corner represents ha’aretz, “the four corners of the world” to
which the Israelites were dispersed. The design inspired by the
Nuremberg Mahzor, an illuminated manuscript from 1330-1331. Just
as Jacob’s descendants integrated quickly into Egypt and lived for
some time in relative calm and prosperity, so did Jews settle and
prosper in Germany for centuries. But just as the sweet blessings of
Egypt gradually turned sour, so did the promise of acceptance and
prosperity in Germany prove illusory.
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Plate 13
Maror: The Subtle Descent
The painting conveys the subtle descent into bondage, beginning
with Joseph and his brothers. Sold into slavery, Joseph is brought
to Egypt where he rises to become second in power to Pharaoh. His
brothers go down to Egypt to secure provisions for the family.
Ultimately, the entire family is welcomed by Pharaoh and given
land in Goshen. Then “a new king arose over Egypt who did not
know Joseph” (Exodus 1:8). Joseph, who saved Egypt from famine,
is forgotten; his descendants become marginalized. Pharaoh
decrees that first-born males must be cast into the Nile. Next,
Yokheved gently places her son, Moses, into a basket, hoping to
save him from Egyptian persecution. Further downstream,
Pharaoh’s daughter removes Moses from the water and raises him,
foreshadowing how she will raise him to adulthood. At the base of the picture, faceless Israelites
slide into an abyss. Now fully enslaved, they have lost their individuality. Naked, powerless,
bowed by burdens and abused by taskmasters, they risk losing their humanity as well.

Plate 14
And We Cried Out (Paper Cut)
The design is inspired by the message underlying the Exodus
narrative, “And we cried out” appears in various Hebrew styles.
Elsewhere in the Tanakh, “crying out” is interpreted by
commentators to mean prayer. The variety of lettering styles
mirrors many different ways in which individual Israelites “cried
out” or prayed – personally and collectively – to elicit a response
from above. Interspersed among the cries, appear the responses:
vayishma, “And God heard”; vayizkor, “and God remembered”;
vayar, “and God saw”; and vayeda’, “and God knew.”
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Plates 15 & 16
The 10 Plagues
The design reflects Rabbi Akiva’s teaching that each plague in
Egypt was actually five separate plagues. The colors mirror the
nature of each plague: a band of red for blood, green for the frogs,
pale colors for the lice, a mixed spectrum for the mixed horde of
beasts, shades of brown for the cattle pestilence, yellows for the
boils, blues for hail, progressively darker grays for locusts gradually
covering the skies, blackened
tones for darkness, and reds again
for death of the first born.
Burgundy and blue stippling
around the plagues recalls the
drops of wine removed from the cup. Eschewing realistic
depictions of the plagues, this design parallels Rabbi Yehudah’s
acronym: d’tzach, adash, be’ahav – that is to say, avoiding the
triumphant pronouncement of the plagues and sensitively
minimizing their role in the Passover story.
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Plate 17
The Teaching of Rabban Gamliel (Gold Leaf)
The illumination is divided into three horizontal bands, echoing the
structure of the mishnah: Pesah, Matzah, and Maror. Rabban
Gamliel’s teaching forms the frame – built of square, brick-colored
letters, the foundation of the seder experience. The name of each
segment appears, divided between the right and left margins.
1. Pesah. The Pesah or Paschal Lamb and the pilgrimage which
preceded its slaughter at twilight on the fourteenth of Nisan
comprise the essential Biblical observance of Passover (Exodus
12:3-8).
2. Matzah. Seder night is called leyl shimurim, “the night of
protection,” because God watched over the house of the Israelites.
In our own act of watching, we recall God’s watchful eye. The
painting outlines many of the steps involved in baking matzah.
3. Maror. This window begins in servitude, with an Israelite bent under his burden, and
continues with the varied menu of bitter herbs. The legal codes offer several choices for
bitter vegetables.

Plate 18
In Every Generation
The text of haggadah is hollowed over a map of the journey from
Egypt to Israel. The visual effect (white letters) suggests the purity
of God, who kept all promises to the Israelites. The large letters
declare, “God redeemed us with them!” The square shapes framing
the map each present a maze of personal and collective history.

Plate 19
Israel’s Departure
Like the Psalm, the illustration is filled with movement: hills dance
like gazelles. Below, the sea parts as the Israelites pass through on
the sandy sea bed. Midrashim offer various opinions about exactly
how the water parted; this rendering follows the literal text from
Exodus 14:19, “The waters were like a wall for them, to their right
and to their left.” The transition from sea to hills to sky also evokes
the complementary themes of creation and separation.
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Plate 20
Pour Out Your Wrath
Since the declaration “pour our your wrath…” is juxtaposed in the
seder with Elijah’s Cup, this design depicts an upside down wine
goblet. The text, a mirror image of “pour out your wrath,” is inverted
to show that our recitation is ambivalent. This upside down Kiddush
cup also forms a doorway. We are both inside the doorway shouting
“shfokh hamatkha,” and outside with God and Elijah the Prophet,
looking in. How will God respond to our plea for retribution?
Perhaps instead of vengeance, God will stand with us in our
suffering.

Plate 21
Miriam the Prophetess (Gold Leaf)
Vivid colors animate this illumination. “Halleluyah,” the refrain of
many Hallel Psalms, floats boldly at the top of the design. A mosaic
of blues evokes the movement of the sea, Miriam stands amidst a
crowd of women, musical instruments in hand, dancing to celebrate
their salvation. Scrolled around the flame is the Hebrew excerpt
from Parashat Beshalah (Exodus 15). Thirty-six women surround
our Prophetess. Abbaye, a Babylonian scholar of the Talmudic
period, teaches. “There are not fewer than thirty-six righteous
individuals in the world who receive the Divine Presence” (BT
Sanhedrin 97b and BT Sukkah 45b). These individuals are credited
with God’s daily decision to sustain the world. Later tradition
teaches up that the identities of the thirty-six righteous individuals
in every generation are not revealed to others or even themselves. Only the Heavens know their
identity. Let each of us aspire to this ideal, acting as if the world’s survival depended on our
righteousness. And let us treat others with respect and deference, knowing that any one of them
might be one of the thirty-six.

Plate 22
Breath of All Life (Gold Leaf)
The illumination is divided into six colorful bands framed top and
bottom by the words, “every breath of life” and “will bless Your
name.” Each band depicts the abundant natural world, while the
limited human features appear in bold Hebrew letters: the word
“finu” (our mouths) sails on an aqua sea; “l’shoneinu” (our tongues)
plays among the waves; “eineinu” (our eyes) basks in the light of the
sun and the moon; “yadeinu” (our hands) reaches to the wings of
soaring eagles; and “ragleinu” (our legs) prances in the fields with
graceful gazelles.
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Plate 23
Next Year in Jerusalem (Gold Leaf)
The illumination depicts an elderly gardener with his carob tree.
Characteristic Jerusalem homes appear in the trunk of the tree;
Jerusalem supports the carob tree- a plant which sustains us
physically and spiritually. The background is suffused with more
colorful dwellings. From a modest fruit, creativity and learning
flourish. All of these contribute to a rebuilt Jerusalem.

Plate 24
Magnificent is God (Adir Hu)
Colorful letters are engraved against a black background. The
darkness represents our world and the bright letters allude to the
rare, brilliant glimpses of God that inspire our lives. At such
moments, we are given the gift of God’s light. The Hebrew acrostic
extols God’s qualities: magnificent, chosen, great, exceptional,
glorified, eternal, perfect, righteous, pure, unique, powerful, learned,
king, awesome, revered, mighty, redeemer, just, holy, merciful,
almighty, and strong.

Plate 25
Who Knows One? (Echad Mi Yodea?)
The graphic “bookends” located at the top and bottom of the
illumination read, “Who Knows?” followed by the introductory
response for each verse, “I Know.” Vertical columns on either side
of the painting list the letters of the Hebrew aleph-bet, each letter
standing for its numerical equivalent (aleph=1, bet=2, gimmel=3,
etc). The narrative progression of the lyrics leads us through the
corresponding images.
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Plate 26
One Goat (Chad Gadya) (Gold Leaf)
This illumination continues the modern style employed in Adir Hu
and Ehad Mi Yodea. White space conveys a sense of God’s
intangible Presence. The center of the colorfully graphic rendition
contains the song’s chorus: “One goat that father bought for two
zuzim, one goat.” Each character is depicted, from the top right
hand corner clockwise: the goat purchase for two zuzim, the cat
eating the kid, the dog biting the cat, the stick hitting the dog, the
fire burning the stick, the water extinguishing the fire, the ox
drinking the water, the slaughterer slaughtering the ox, the Angel of
Death striking the slaughterer, and, finally, the Holy Blessed One
overpowering the Angel of Death.

Plate 27
The Hope (HaTikvah)
The floral design surrounding the Israeli national anthem is based
in a ketubbah (marriage contract) from 1822. The ketubbah is an
appropriate connection to Hatikvah and the conclusion of the seder.
Just as the ketubbah attests to the covenant between bride and
groom, so is the seder experience a reminder of the lasting
relationship between God and the Jewish people. Just as a couple
expresses their love by telling and retelling their story of finding
each other, so too do God and the Israelites relate yearly their
narrative of discovery and love. Moreover, Hatikvah means hope.
Over the course of this special evening, we have expressed many
hopes for ourselves, our communities, our nation and our world.
Now our hearts and minds turn to the Jewish homeland as we recognize and celebrate the miracle
of modern-day Israel.
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About the Artist

Rabbi Matthew L. Berkowitz is the Director of Israel Programs for The Jewish Theological
Seminary of America and co-founder of Kol Ha-Ot, a Jerusalem-based venture devoted to
exploring the arts and Jewish learning. For ten years (1999-2009), Rabbi Matt served as the JTS
Senior Rabbinic Fellow, organizing substantive adult learning throughout Florida and beyond.
He is a member of The Wexner Heritage Program Faculty and
has taught Atlanta, Cincinnati, Denver-Boulder, Houston, Los
Angeles, New York and Phoenix groups. He completed his
undergraduate work in International Relations and Middle East
Studies, summa cum laude, at Colgate University. While in
Israel, he studied at Pardes and The Schechter Institute of
Jewish Studies. He was ordained from JTS in 1999, is a Wexner
Graduate Fellow alumnus and most recently an alumnus of the
Hartman Rabbinic Leadership Institute, Class V.
An accomplished artist, Rabbi Matt was formally trained in
Jewish scribal art in Jerusalem and completed the writing of
Megillat Esther, the illumination of several ketubbot, and a
limited edition artist portfolio entitled Passover Landscapes:
Illuminations on the Exodus which was acquired by Yale
University, exhibited at Yeshiva University Museum (April,
2006) and is on permanent exhibit at The Jewish Theological
Seminary. The Lovell Haggadah (jointly published in 2008 by
The Schechter Institute and Nirtzah Editions) is based on this
work. In 2008-2009, he studied illustration and oil painting at The Jerusalem Studio School. He
designed a series of tzedakah boxes and just recently finished a major twelve panel installation for
the JCC of Harrison New York.
Thanks to the generosity of a major foundation, Rabbi Matt and his team at Kol HaOt are now
teaching day schools across North America how to integrate the arts and Jewish learning more
deeply.
Rabbi Matt lives in the Arnona neighborhood of Jerusalem and takes great pride in raising three
Israeli children!
Jewish Academy of Orlando is proud to have Rabbi Matt as their mentor this year!
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